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Who we are

Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe

www.openaire.eu

Research Data Services, Expertise & Technology

https://www.eudat.eu

Expectation management for this session:
We are projects and service providers, progressing towards legal entities. We don’t provide formal education, but you can learn a lot from us, also through our collaborations.
A multiplier approach: Train-the-trainer models targeted at NOADs, NCPs, RIs et cetera.

Training programmes with NOADs hosting at least 60 workshops, 50 webinars and 20 train-the-trainer events, reaching to over 11,000 participants in total.

Collaboration with e-infrastructures, research Infrastructures and related projects.
EUDAT training is supportive, not a curriculum; we aim to fit in:

• **Face-to-face community events**: ICOS, EGI forum, PRACE spring school...
• **Face-to-face conferences**: RDA, Open Science Conference...
• **Face-to-face EUDAT events**: EUDAT user forum, EUDAT summer school...
• **Webinars**: on RDM, trust and services

We train researchers, communities, and service providers and infrastructures.

With annotated slides, hands-on workflows on GitHub and webinars - all publicly available.
Challenges for training cross-disciplinary, cross-infrastructure skills:

- How to scale up for EOSC?
- How to scale down to individual needs?
- How to integrate training in the EUDAT CDI?
- Business model for training?
- TaaS - Training as a Service?
- How to train enough trainers and intermediaries/multipliers?
- Trainer Community of Practice?

To be continued via

- EOSC-hub/OpenAIRE Advance ‘Collaboration Agreement’
- EUDAT Conference 2018: https://eudat.eu/registration
Thanks – any questions?

Marjan Grootveld: marjan.grootveld@dans.knaw.nl
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